Chapter 841. Workforce Investment Act
Subchapter A. General Provisions
40 TAC §841.2
The Texas Workforce Commission (Commission) proposes amendments to §841.2, relating to the definitions applicable to implementation of the Workforce Investment Act (WIA).
The purposes of the amendments are to provide clarity regarding the rules for early implementation of WIA and to establish uniform understanding and interpretation of the following terms: "certificate," "certified provider," "completion" and "performance standards."
The definition of "certificate" is added to clarify that the certificate pertains to proof of successful completion of a course, sequence of courses or programs which is a minimum of 144 hours (9 credit hours) in length for the purpose of establishing initial eligibility under §841.38. The Commission selected the minimum number of hours based on recent feedback from the public requesting clarification on the definition of "certificate," particularly from community colleges, to allow for consideration of shorter duration courses or programs of training services that are non-credit, credit or continuing education offerings. After consultation with the training provider community, the Commission has proposed that a certificate program of training include a minimum of 9 credit hours, which is the equivalent of 144 clock/contact hours. This criterion is proposed in order to establish an appropriate amount of time to allow for a substantial body of knowledge to be conveyed. Within WIA, the term certificate is used in association with a program of training services. The Commission determined that a program of training services should constitute more than incidental or short-term training. Since the term is used in conjunction with postsecondary institutions, providing criterion that relates to credit or the equivalent clock/contact hours is appropriate.
The purpose of adding the terms "certified provider," "completion," and "performance standards" is to provide consistency.

Background Regarding Early Implementation. The 74th Texas Legislature and the Governor enacted Texas' landmark legislation, House Bill 1863 (H.B. 1863), in 1995. This state law reformed both the welfare and workforce systems and made Texas the nation's leader among reform-minded states. H.B. 1863 provided local elected officials the opportunity to form local workforce development boards (LWDBs) that enjoy the flexibility and authority to design and oversee the delivery of workforce development services that meet the needs of local employers and workers.
The federal Workforce Investment Act of 1998 recognizes the strides made in the development of Texas' workforce investment system and specifically provides for the state to maintain many features of H.B. 1863. Without these provisions, early implementation of WIA in Texas would be substantially more complicated. Key features of the system that Texas is preserving include the following.
The State Human Resource Investment Council, called the Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness (TCWEC) constituted under prior consistent state law will function as the State Board.
The twenty-eight existing local workforce development areas (LWDAs), established under prior consistent state law, will function as the local workforce investment areas for purposes of WIA.
The State will continue to use the Allocation Rule established under prior consistent state law for the disbursement of WIA funds.
LWDBs established in conformity with prior consistent state law will function as the local workforce investment boards, including those functions required of a Youth Council.
In lieu of designating or certifying one-stop partners and operators as described in WIA, Texas requires LWDBs to partner with those outlined under prior consistent state law and to competitively procure the Center Operator(s).
The LWDBs will also continue to make arrangements for financial services by selecting fiscal agents in accordance with the process established in prior consistent state law set out in the Texas Government Code.
Texas bases its strategies for implementing WIA requirements for the Texas workforce development system on four key principles determined by the Governor: (1) limited and efficient state government; (2) local control; (3) personal responsibility; and (4) support for strong families. The training provider certification system is guided by these four key principles which serve as a framework to guide the development of this system in order to allow maximum flexibility, emphasize customer choice, and demand strict accountability.
Within each LWDA, the LWDB and the Commission must find all providers of training services to be eligible and qualified to provide a training program before WIA funds may be used to pay for services provided by that training program. All providers must submit written applications in order for eligibility to be determined.
As described in §841.38, the LWDBs will develop an application to be used in two situations. The first situation is that of institutions which are eligible to receive federal funds under Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 and which provide a program that leads to an associate degree, baccalaureate degree, or certificate, when those
institutions are seeking to be certified as an eligible provider for a program leading to an associate degree, baccalaureate degree, or certification. The second situation occurs when an entity that carries out programs under the National Apprenticeship Act is seeking certification as an eligible provider for a program under the National Apprenticeship Act.

A second application process, described in §841.39, is used in three situations. The first is when a postsecondary school is seeking certification as an eligible provider for a program which does not lead to an associate degree, baccalaureate degree, or certification. The second is when an entity that carries out programs under the National Apprenticeship Act is seeking certification as an eligible provider of a program is not regulated under the National Apprenticeship Act. The third is when any other public or private provider of training services, including community-based and faith-based organizations, seeks to be certified as an eligible provider of training services.

The Commission solicited and received comments and input into the development of the provider certification procedures through meetings with representatives of community colleges, proprietary schools, literacy training providers, apprenticeship programs and LWDBs; the creation and maintenance of a website on the Internet; and a public hearing held on March 11, 1999. The Commission adopted rules for early implementation of WIA, which became effective June 22, 1999.

Randy Townsend, Chief Financial Officer, has determined that for the first five years the rule is in effect, the following statements apply:

- there are no additional estimated costs to the state and to local governments expected as a result of enforcing or administering the rule;
- there are no estimated reductions in costs to the state or to local governments expected as a result of enforcing or administering the rule;
- there are no estimated losses or increases in revenue to the state or to local governments as a result of enforcing and administering the rule;
- there are no foreseeable implications relating to costs or revenues to the state or to local governments as a result of enforcing or administering the amendments; and
- there are no anticipated costs to persons who are required to comply with the rule as proposed.

Randy Townsend, Chief Financial Officer, has determined that there is no anticipated or foreseeable adverse impact on small businesses as a result of enforcing or administering the rule.

Jean Mitchell, Director of Workforce Development, has determined that for the first five-year period the rule is in effect, the public benefit anticipated as a result of the rule as proposed will be to add clarification and consistency to rules for early implementation of WIA.

Mark Hughes, Director of Labor Market Information, has determined that, while the proposed rule could affect private sector or public sector employment under certain circumstances, there is no significant negative impact upon employment conditions in this state as a result of the proposed section.

Comments on the proposed section may be submitted to Barbara Cigainero, Workforce Development Division, Texas Workforce Commission, 101 East 15th Street, Room 130BT, Austin, Texas 78778; Fax Number 512-463-3424; or E-mail to barbara.cigainero@twc.state.tx.us. Comments must be received by the Commission no later than 30 days from the date this proposal is published in the Texas Register.

The amendments are proposed under Texas Labor Code §301.061 which provides the Texas Workforce Commission with the authority to adopt, amend, or repeal such rules as it deems necessary for the effective administration of Texas Workforce Commission programs.

The proposal affects the Texas Labor Code, Title 4.

§841.2 Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, shall have the following meanings unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.

(1) Administrative costs - The necessary and allowable costs that are associated with the overall management and administration of the workforce investment system and which are not related to the direct provision of employment and training services, as further defined by the federal regulations and subject to the cost limitations set forth in WIA §134(a)(3)(B) and the cost principles set forth in WIA §184(a)(2)(B).

(2) Certificate - For the purpose of establishing initial eligibility under §841.38, a document or other proof provided by an educational institution or other training provider awarded after successful completion of a course, sequence of courses or program that is a minimum 144 hours (9 credit hours) in length.

(3) Certified provider - A training provider certified as eligible to receive training funds as authorized under WIA and state rules.

(4) [Reserved]
(5) Complainant - Any participant or other personally interested or personally affected party alleging a non-criminal violation of the requirements of WIA.

(6) Completion - Finishing a program or course of study and receiving a formal credential as currently recognized by the Commission, a designated partner agency or State regulatory board.

(7) Customized Training - As defined in WIA §101(8), training that is designed to meet the requirements of an employer, conducted with a commitment by the employer to employ an individual on successful completion of the training and for which the employer pays not less than 50 percent of the cost of the training.

(8) Hearing Officer - An impartial party who shall preside at a hearing on a grievance.

(9) ITAs - Individual Training Accounts.

(10) LWDA - Local Workforce Development Area designated by the Governor as provided in Texas Government Code §2308.252.

(11) LWDB - Local Workforce Development Board created pursuant to Texas Government Code §2308.253 and certified by the Governor pursuant to Texas Government Code §2308.261.

(12) On-the-Job Training - As defined in WIA §101(31), training by an employer that is provided to a paid participant while engaged in productive work in a job.

(13) One-Stop Partner - An entity which makes services available to participants through a one-stop delivery system under the terms of a memorandum of agreement with a LWDB.

(14) Participant - As defined in WIA §101(34), an individual who has been determined to be eligible to participate in, and who is receiving services under, a program authorized by WIA.

(15) Performance Standards - The minimum acceptable levels of performance based on established measures of performance as described in WIA §122.

(16) Respondent - The person, organization or agency against which a complaint has been filed for the alleged violation of the requirements of WIA.

(17) WIA - Workforce Investment Act, P.L. 105-220, 29 U.S.C.A. §1601 et seq. This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been reviewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency's legal authority to adopt.
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